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Stuck for a picture this week, so I thought I would treat you all to a picture of the container display I entered
in the ‘Containers’ category of the Winsham Horticultural Annual Show, which happens at the end of
August, just to remind you to put it in your diary.

Hi All,
Here we are at the end of another month; it is not just the weather that is unsettled!
The statistics tracking the progress of the pandemic seem encouraging, but there is
still uncertainty, and this does not look like evaporating in the near future, although
there are grounds for optimism.
One of the unsettling aspects that effects Winsham residents is that Somerset
Waste Partnership are suspending garden waste collections for six weeks from
Monday, August 2nd. The recent major changes to the collection of recyclable waste
was bound to cause problems; throw in a few ‘knock -on’ problems caused by Covid
and Brexit, such as self-isolation and a shortage of LVG drivers, and you have a
cocktail of consequences. The suspension is bound to cause inconvenience to
users but looking on the bright side, there are worse times of the year for it to
happen, and if you have a car, you can get garden waste to the tip in Chard. You
can even start a compost heap! If you wish to know more , follow the link below.
Something else to look forward to are two sets of road works due during August-one
is in Western Way, the other in Court Street. Both are related to water supplies.
Details can be found by following the link below.

As if this was not enough, Somerset is to become a single statutory authority;
whatever results from this, good or bad, it will involve change! Read all about it on
the Parish Council portal page-link below.
Looking on the bright side, the Poetry Reading Group is meeting under normal
conditions on Wednesday, 4th August-click on the link below for details, and I am
getting my smoke alarm fixed (see last edition!).
The Bell had an Italian Night event yesterday evening, and bookings are building up
for the Jubilee Hall-who are considering investing in a new CD player! Winsham
Shop and Post Office continue with their friendly, supportive and efficient service.
Finally, please continue to send me your pictures for the e-letter and the Parish Web
site. Next week I hope to be able to photograph the presentation to the winners of
the Grand Winsham Challenge, taking place just before the parish council meeting
on Wednesday. Because of the shortage of pictures, this week you will be stuck with
a picture of my entry for the Container section of the Winsham Horticultural Show
which happens at the end of August. The judges came along on Thursday-I live in
hope but anticipate disappointment! Never mind-it is taking part that is the important
thing.
Enjoy the week ahead,
John
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